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Functioning of a financial system is directed to the solution of the certain tasks facing society. That financial policy could promote development of economy and economic policy, it shall reveal timely the need for financial resources determined a link of the national economy and sources of their mobilization. At the same time it is possible almost any number of options of the organization of the financial relations and financial activities from which it is reasonable to choose such most of which suits the country in certain time.

But despite the scientific and practical value of the published works of the Ukrainian and foreign scientists, a number of questions on a perspective of financial policy of the state remain debatable, as caused the purpose and the choice of a subject of a research.

The existing models of economic development definitely are transformed by adaptation of instruments of stimulation of social and economic development of other models, at the same time using own components of the financial mechanism of economic growth. For approach of a financial system of Ukraine to standards of the European Union it is necessary to enhance public finances of our country. But that financial policy could promote development of economy and economic policy, it shall reveal timely the need for financial resources determined a link of the national economy and sources of their mobilization. And mobilization of necessary resources shan't limit development of the separate entities or subjects of society, were a source of forming of these resources.